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WARREN TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
WORLD LANGUAGE – Mandarin Chinese 

 
Grade __6__ 

 
TEXTBOOKS:         你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 Introductory Level in Simplified Characters 3rd edition   
UNIT 1:     China 中国 zhōngguó - 第一课       
Essential Question:  What do I know about China and the Chinese language? 
 

CPI # OBJECTIVES 
The learner will be able to: 

RESOURCES ASSESSMENTS 

7.1.NM.B.1-4 
7.1.NM.C.2 
7.1.NM.A.1-3 
7.1.NM.A.1,3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B.3,4,C.2 
 

Describe, compare and contrast China to the 
US in terms of location, size, and population. 
(in English) 
Identify the main and different variations, 
dialects, in the Chinese language. 
Describe a brief history of Chinese writing 
and give three pictographic examples of 
Chinese characters and describe how they 
gradually transformed into the characters used 
today. (person: 人, mountain: 山,  mouth: 口) 
Differentiate between traditional style and 
simplified characters.  (country: guó  國 in 
traditional form vs. 国 in simplified form) 
Describe the principles of writing a Chinese 
character by using the character for forever 永
yǒng to illustrate the writing structure and the 
use of strokes in correct order. 
Describe the Romanization system called 
Pinyin used to express the sound of the 
Chinese language as well as spell Chinese 
names and places. 
Describe the use of tone or pitch to tell 
differences in meaning of the same sound.  
Differentiate the four tones in the Chinese 
language. For example: tone 1 妈mā means 
mother, tone 2 麻má means hemp, tone 3 马
mǎ means horse, tone 4 骂mà means to scold. 

你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 (pages 1- 6) 
Map of the world  
Map of China in English 
Map of China in Chinese 
Video - Evolution of Chinese 
Character  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uD_C2
pcfpA4&feature=related 
Video - Origin of Chinese characters 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3arL
XGID7A 
Video - Chinese character - Stroke 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5Ob1
dvlS4c 
Student workbook (pages 1-8)  
Pinyin Poster 
Ni Hao Games CD-ROM to practice 
pinyin including tones. 
Audio and video of Pinyin song 
 

Pre-assessment of knowledge of 
China and the Chinese language. 
Observations of in-class 
assignments and activities. 
Self assessment and/or peer 
review of class work/homework 
Lesson quizzes (tones, pinyin)  - 
interpretive 
Small group project - presentation 
comparing Chinese language to 
English with evaluation based on 
teacher - developed rubric 
(benchmark) 
Student portfolio 
 
 

 
 



WARREN TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
WORLD LANGUAGE – Mandarin Chinese 

 
Grade __6__ 

 
TEXTBOOKS:        你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 Introductory Level in Simplified Characters 
UNIT 2:    Hello! 你好！ nǐ hǎo - 第二课        
Essential Question:  How do I greet my classmates and teacher in Chinese? 

CPI # OBJECTIVES 
The learner will be able to: 

RESOURCES ASSESSMENTS 

7.1.NM.B.1-4 
7.1.NM.C.2 
7.1.NM.A.1-3 
7.1.NM.A.1,3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B.3,4,C.2 
 

Initiate and respond to general greetings hello 
你好 and good morning 早. 
Introduce self and introduce a classmate. 
Bid farewell by saying good-bye 再见 or see 
you tomorrow 明天见. 
Express alternative greetings of concern. 
Introduce self and classmates using Chinese 
names.  
Say and follow common classroom phrases 
and commands. 
Recognize and pronounce new vocabulary 
according to the Pinyin system.   
Differentiate the four tones plus the neutral 
tone . 
Write Chinese characters 你, 好, 我, 是, 他, 
们 according to stroke order. 
Recognize basic elements called radicals in 
the above Chinese characters. 

你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 (pages 7-15) 
Student workbook (pages 9-13)  
Ni Hao Games CD-ROM to practice 
new vocabulary. 
Flashcards of new words 
Bingo 
Character stroke order worksheets 
MP3 tone recognition practices  
Pinyin Poster 
Video and audio of Pinyin song 

Oral practice - interpersonal 
Question/Answer - interpersonal 
Role-play - interpersonal, 
presentational 
TPR commands - interpretive 
Class work/homework 
Lesson quizzes - interpretive 
Performance-based speaking with 
evaluation based on teacher - 
developed rubric 
(benchmark)-presentational 
Songs - presentational 
 

7.1.NM.C.3-5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.1.8.D.4 
 
 
 
9.1.8.D.5: 

Culture Day (in English)  
Describe the Chinese education system.  
Compare and contrast education system 
between China and the US.   
Describe a typical classroom in a public grade 
school in Shanghai. 
 
Compare and contrast nuances in verbal and 
nonverbal communication in different cultures 
that may result in misinterpretation and 
misunderstanding.  
Justify the need for greater cross-cultural 
understanding due to globalization  

Video - LOOK Inside a Grade School 
in China 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOJ
1Cbqf_h4 
 

A debate about the two systems. 



WARREN TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
WORLD LANGUAGE – Mandarin Chinese 

 
Grade __6__ 

 
TEXTBOOKS:        你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 Introductory Level in Simplified Characters  
UNIT 3:    One Two Three 一二三  yi er san - 第三课       
Essential Question:  How to do arithmetic in Chinese?  
 

CPI # OBJECTIVES 
The learner will be able to: 

RESOURCES ASSESSMENTS 

7.1.NM.B.1-4 
7.1.NM.C.2 
7.1.NM.A.1-3 
7.1.NM.A.1,3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B.3,4,C.2 
7.1.NM.C.1,3 
7.1.NM.B.4,C.2,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B3,4,C.2 
 
 
 

Count from one to ten in Chinese. 
Identify Chinese numerals, 一二三四五六七

八九十, which are characters for writing 
numbers in Chinese. 
Use one hand to signify the natural numbers 
one through ten based on Chinese number 
gestures.   
Construct multiple-digit numbers using 
multiplicative principle; first the digit itself 
(from 1 to 9), then the place (such as 10 十 or 
100 百); then the next digit. 
Recognize and pronounce new vocabulary 
according to the Pinyin system.   
Differentiate the four tones plus the neutral 
tone. 
Write Chinese numerals from 0 to 100 in 
correct stroke order. 
Complete a math quiz in Chinese numerals. 
 
 

你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 (pages 16-22) 
Student workbook (pages 14-21)  
Ni Hao Games CD-ROM to practice 
new vocabulary. 
Flashcards of new words 
Character stroke order worksheets 
MP3 tone recognition practices  
Pinyin Poster 
Video and audio of Pinyin song 
Jeopardy 
Rhyme and chant 

Oral practice - interpersonal 
Question/Answer - interpersonal 
Role-play - interpersonal, 
presentational 
TPR commands - interpretive 
Class work/homework 
Lesson quizzes incorporating 
listening and speaking - 
evaluation based on teacher-
developed rubric 
 (benchmark) - interpretive 
Performance-based speaking-
presentational 
 

7.1.NM.C.3-5 Culture Day (1 in this unit) 
Explain why the Chinese like the concept of 
pairs, believing them to be auspicious for 
happy events. 
Identify lucky and unlucky numbers in 
Chinese culture and explain why. 
 

PPT summarizing articles on Chinese 
superstitions around numbers. 
Chinese lunar calendar. 
 

Choose your lucky number, draw 
and state why.   
 

 
 



WARREN TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
WORLD LANGUAGE – Mandarin Chinese 

 
Grade __6__ 

 
TEXTBOOKS:        你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 Introductory Level in Simplified Characters  
UNIT 4:    Who is he? 他是谁？Tā shì shuí - 第四课 
Essential Question:  How to ask for and give information about a person? 
 

CPI # OBJECTIVES 
The learner will be able to: 

RESOURCES ASSESSMENTS 

7.1.NM.B.1-4 
7.1.NM.C.2 
7.1.NM.A.1-3 
7.1.NM.A.1,3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4, 8 
7.1.NM.A.4,B.4,C.4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B.3,4,C.2 
 

Identify people in Chinese:  
-ask and answer who is he/she 
 他是谁？他是马克。. 
-state Chinese names.  
 我是白大伟。她是谢兰兰。 
-ask and answer how old are you or how old 
is he/she  
 你几岁？我今年十一岁。 
Celebrate a birthday and sing Happy Birthday 
in Chinese. 祝你生日快乐！ 
Recognize and pronounce new vocabulary 
according to the Pinyin system.   
Differentiate the four tones plus the neutral 
tone. 
Write Chinese characters 谁, 她,老, 师, 几, 
岁,两 according to stroke order. 
Recognize basic elements called radicals in 
the above Chinese characters. 
 
 

你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 (pages 23-31) 
Student workbook (pages 22-26)  
Ni Hao Games CD-ROM to practice 
new vocabulary. 
Flashcards of new words 
Character stroke order worksheets 
MP3 tone recognition practices  
Pinyin Poster 
Video and audio of Happy Birthday 
song in Chinese 
Jeopardy 
Rhyme and chant 

Oral practice - interpersonal 
Question/Answer - interpersonal 
Role-play - interpersonal, 
presentational 
TPR commands - interpretive 
Class work/homework 
Lesson quizzes incorporating 
listening and speaking – 
evaluation based on teacher-
developed rubric 
(benchmark) - interpretive 
Performance-based speaking-
presentational 
Songs 
 

7.1.NM.C.3-5 Culture Day (1 in this unit) 
Describe the two methods of counting age by 
the Chinese: full age and function age. 
Explain why, using a lunar calendar, a baby 
born on New Year's Eve would be two years 
old on New Year's Day. 

PPT summarizing the lunar calendar  
articles on Chinese perspective on age, 
wisdom and respect.   
 

Find birthday according to the 
Chinese lunar calendar.  State age 
according to the two methods of 
counting age. 

 
 
 



WARREN TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
WORLD LANGUAGE – Mandarin Chinese 

 
Grade __6__ 

 
TEXTBOOKS:        你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 Introductory Level in Simplified Characters  
UNIT 5:    Happy Chinese New Year! 恭喜发财！Gōngxǐ fācái  
Essential Question:  Why does Chinese New Year occur on different dates and how is it celebrated in China? 
 

CPI # OBJECTIVES 
The learner will be able to: 

RESOURCES ASSESSMENTS 

7.1.NM.B.1-4 
7.1.NM.C.2 
7.1.NM.A.1-3 
7.1.NM.A.1,3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4, 8 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B.3,4,C.2 
 

Demonstrate understanding of the concept of 
tradition and culture. 
Identify and participate in three traditional 
activities to celebrate Chinese New Year  
Explain why the traditional activities are done 
Express Chinese New Year good wishes:  
新年快乐！ 拜年啦！ 恭喜发财！ 万事如意！ 
Recognize and match the Chinese New Year’s 
items to their Chinese characters： 
Red envelope 红包 , luck 福 , firecracker 炮竹 
Name the main colors(red 红 and gold 金) of 
Chinese New Year and their meanings 
Compare and contrast Christmas or 
Thanksgiving with Chinese New Year 
Identify common symbolic foods served 
during Chinese New Year: 
dumplings 饺子 , Spring Roll 春卷, whole 
fish 鱼, longevity noodles 寿面 
Name the twelve animal signs of the Chinese 
zodiac: rat 鼠, ox 牛, tiger 虎, rabbit 兔, 
dragon 龙, snake 蛇, horse 马, sheep 羊, 
monkey 猴, rooster 鸡, dog 狗, pig 猪 

PPT introducing Chinese New Year. 
Video of Chinese New Year 
celebrations 
Lunar calendar 
Paper decorations 
Red envelope 
Ink, brush pen (Chinese calligraphy) 
Song sheet 
Slideshow of New Year's eve family 
meal 
Optional: Flour, mince meat to make 
Chinese dumplings called jiaozi 
Red envelope 
Video of Chinese mythology - the 
story of nian 年 
Video of the story of how the twelve 
zodiac animals were selected 

Oral practice - interpersonal 
Question/Answer - interpersonal 
Role-play - interpersonal, 
presentational 
Class work/homework 
Lesson quizzes incorporating 
listening and speaking - 
evaluation based on teacher-
developed rubric  
(benchmark) - interpretive 
Performance-based speaking-
presentational 
Songs-presentational 
 

7.1.NM.C.3-5 Culture Day (1 in this unit) 
Describe the Chinese New Year by stating 
when it begins, why it varies year to year,  
and how it is celebrated. 
 

PPT on the significance of Chinese 
New Year or Chun Jie (Spring 
Festival)  
Video of prior year celebration in 
China and in Chinatown, NYC. 

Spring Festival Decoration 
Project 
Celebrate Chinese New Year 
Party 
 

 



WARREN TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
WORLD LANGUAGE – Mandarin Chinese 

 
Grade __6__ 

 
TEXTBOOKS:         你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 Introductory Level in Simplified Characters  
UNIT 6:     Whose is this? 这是谁的？Zhè shì shuí de - 第五课  
Essential Question:  How to identify whose school supplies are in the classroom?  
 

CPI # OBJECTIVES 
The learner will be able to: 

RESOURCES ASSESSMENTS 

7.1.NM.B.1-4 
7.1.NM.C.2 
7.1.NM.A.1-3 
7.1.NM.A.1,3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4, 8 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B.3,4,C.2 
 

Identify things used by students in the 
classroom: 
Ruler 尺, scissors 剪刀, pencils/pens 笔, 
Chinese calligraphy brush 毛笔, book 书, 
book bag 书包, eraser 橡皮, paper 纸  
Ask and answer what is this or what is that： 
这是什么？ 那是什么？  
Ask and answer who owns an object. 
这是谁的？ 这是我的。 那是她的。 
Ask and answer if someone knows something. 
你知道吗？ 我知道。 我不知道。 
Write Chinese characters 这, 那,什, 么, 吗, 
的,不 according to stroke order. 
Recognize basic elements called radicals in 
the above Chinese characters. 
Play the finger-guessing game (rock, paper, 
scissor) in Chinese 

你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 (pages 32-42) 
Student workbook (pages 27-31)  
Ni Hao Games CD-ROM to practice 
new vocabulary. 
Flashcards of new words 
Character stroke order worksheets 
MP3 tone recognition practices  
Pinyin Poster 
Bingo 
Quizlet games 
Rhyme and chant 
 
 

Oral practice - interpersonal 
Question/Answer - interpersonal 
Role-play - interpersonal, 
presentational 
Class work/homework 
Lesson quizzes incorporating 
listening and speaking - 
evaluation based on teacher-
developed rubric  
(benchmark) - interpretive 
Performance-based speaking-
presentational 
Songs-presentational 
 
 

7.1.NM.C.3-5 Culture Day (2 in this unit) 
Identify the four word couplet for the four 
treasures in a Chinese study: "文房四宝: 笔、

墨、纸、砚," (Pinyin: wén fáng sì bǎo: bǐ, 
mò, zhǐ, yàn) "The four jewels of the study: 
Brush, Ink, Paper, Inkstone."   
Use modern versions of these tools for 
Chinese calligraphy.  
 

PPT and realia of the four treasures.  
Video - Appreciating Chinese 
Calligraphy 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEN0
CzGv5-Y 
Video - Painting/Calligraphy - Yong, 
writing strokes 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaJty9
wwx3g&feature=relmfu 
 

Chinese Calligraphy Project 
- write the character 永 yǒng 
- write the Chinese numerals 
- brush paint (bamboo) 
 
  

 



WARREN TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
WORLD LANGUAGE – Mandarin Chinese 

 
Grade __6__ 

 
TEXTBOOKS:         你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 Introductory Level in Simplified Characters  
UNIT 7:     My family. 我的家。wǒ de jiā - 第六课  
Essential Question:  How do I talk about members of my family in Chinese? 
 

CPI # OBJECTIVES 
The learner will be able to: 

RESOURCES ASSESSMENTS 

7.1.NM.B.1-4 
7.1.NM.C.2 
7.1.NM.A.1-3 
7.1.NM.A.1,3,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B.3,4,C.2 
7.1.NM.C.1,3 
7.1.NM.B.4,C.2,4 
7.1.NM.A.3,4,B3,4,C.2 
 
 
 

State own family members in Chinese. 
Ask about someone's family.   
State someone's occupation. (choose from 
teacher, doctor, nurse, business man, and 
student) 
Ask about someone's name. (family name and 
given name)   
Ask about brothers and sisters. 
Differentiate between the measure words 口

kǒu and 个 ge for siblings 
Demonstrate the use of subject-verb-object 
structure to form simple Chinese sentences. 
He is my older brother. 他是我的哥哥。 
He has an older brother. 他有一个哥哥。 
Demonstrate the use of negation for is not 不
是 vs. does not have 没有. 
He is not my brother. 他不是我的哥哥。 
He does not have older brothers. 他没有哥

哥。 

你好 Nǐ hǎo 1 (pages 32-42) 
Student workbook (pages 32-41)  
Ni Hao Games CD-ROM to practice 
new vocabulary. 
Flashcards of new words 
Character stroke order worksheets 
Pinyin Poster 
Bingo 
Quizlet games 
MP4 video of I have a great dad 我有

一个好爸爸  
MP3 tone recognition practices  
Rhyme and chant 

Oral practice - interpersonal 
Question/Answer - interpersonal 
Role-play - interpersonal, 
presentational 
TPR commands - interpretive 
Class work/homework 
Lesson quizzes incorporating 
listening and speaking - 
evaluation based on teacher-
developed rubric 
 (benchmark) - interpretive 
Performance-based speaking-
presentational 
Digital family tree project-
presentational 

7.1.NM.C.3-5 Culture Day (2 in this unit) 
Describe the influence of Confucius on 
Chinese family values in terms of filial piety   
Describe the relationship between parent and 
child according to Confucius values, compare 
and contrast with American values. 
  

PPT summarizing content from: 
http://primaltrek.com/confucian.html  
Role play activity based on Amy 
Chua's  book,  Battle Hymn of the 
Tiger Mother 

A paper in English on the 
potential impact of Confucius 
philosophy on your family. 
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